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The Trump Card Lives! TIDNY Has NOT Gone Away…
TIDNY Buzz Builds With Patriot2Patriot (P2P) Network Launch
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From: Patriot2Patriot Network Attn: Robert Antonellis [Ref: TIDNY]
Since CPAC DALLAS 2021, there have been hundreds of articles on the Trump Card
[TIDNY – Trump, In Days, Not Years], with multiple public figures, pumped up by the raw
untapped potential of the Trump Card, building buzz.
The greatest discovery of 2021 - “even better than Hunter’s laptop”, was “The Trump Card”.
- Rachel Campos-Duffy on Fox and Friends, New Year’s Eve, 12/31/21.

“Would love to see the gavel go from Nancy Pelosi to Donald Trump.”
“Give us the ability to fire Nancy Pelosi, take back the majority, impeach Joe Biden and I am going
to nominate Donald Trump for speaker of the United States House of Representatives.”
- Cong. Matt Gaetz
“Well, that was interesting.” (In reply)
- President Donald J. Trump
https://www.cnn.com/2022/03/29/politics/matt-gaetz-donald-trump-house-speaker/index.html
In June 2021, the former President told conservative radio talk show host Wayne Allyn Root
that the idea of becoming House speaker was “very interesting.”
https://www.cnn.com/2022/03/29/politics/matt-gaetz-donald-trump-house-speaker/index.html
Matt Gaetz has long been on a crusade to install Donald Trump as House speaker should
Republicans win back Congress in November. Trump, however, says he isn’t interested.
“It’s brought up all the time,” Trump told Just the News on Real America’s Voice. “It’s not
something I want to do. I want to look at what’s happening and then we’re going to be doing
something else. No, it’s not something I would be interested in.”
But, if just for a few hours, might Trump have good reason for renewed interest in the
Speakership?:

Trump Tells Team He Needs to Be President Again to Save Himself from Criminal Probes. The
former president is planning on running for the White House - and away from the law RollingStone.com https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-news/trump-2024-criminal-probesjan6-1384379/

Could there be a twist, if Trump needs TIDNY as much as we need Trump?
TIDNY IS NOT going away.
The Patriot2Patriot (P2P) Network launch builds on the TIDNY buzz. In a geopolitical climate
of “calm before the storm”, Patriot2Patriot (P2P) Network, “Powered by Patriots”, is an edge
for Patriots to collaborate and nurture networks, and an opportunity to generate a welcome
extra stream of income. Patriots share intriguing ideas and fun, enlightening original products
for Patriots, and help one another save America from insanity and an intentional takedown
by teaching TIDNY, the founders’ inspired Constitutional cure that restores Trump, to the
White House, in days, not years.
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